Press Release
MICROCOM BRINGS HIGH
SPEED INTERNET TO RURAL
AK WITH VELOCITY KU

Microcom, the Alaska based satellite communications company, has
launched Velocity Ku, a new service that provides high speed internet to
the furthest reaches of the 49th state. For the first time, Alaskan businesses and homeowners outside
of fiber optic, cable, and DSL service areas have access to internet download speeds up to the FCC
approved definition for broadband service: 25 megabits per second.

ANCHORAGE, AK

“Infrastructure in Alaska has always been challenging and expensive, largely due to the
size of the state and the nature of the terrain”, says Aaron Brown, Satellite Broadband Manager at
Microcom. “The same goes for network infrastructure; providing internet to communities off the
beaten path can be expensive. With Velocity, we can deliver high speed internet across the state, at
a price people can afford”.
The satellite that powers Velocity Ku, SES-15, is located above meridian 129° W which gives
it the rare ability to provide meaningful service to Alaska. Currently, service is available nearly
all throughout the state, with only the Aleutian islands west of Cold Bay being out of the satellite’s
service area. Service to the rest of the island chain is expected to be available in 2019.
Currently, prices range from $299/month for basic plans to $2199/month for more expansive
plans meant for larger businesses or institutions. While those prices may be high compared to
internet plans in urban areas, they provide big savings for rural communities.
“The fact is, depending on the area in question, people are paying the same price if not more
for service speeds that are dramatically slower,” says Sandra Blinstrubas, Microcom’s co-founder
and President. “It’s Microcom’s hope that Velocity will create a lot of opportunities for businesses
and organizations all over the state”.
For more information on the Velocity Ku
service, call Microcom at 907-205-4089 or
email internet@microcom.tv

ABOUT MICROCOM
Microcom has been leading the way in satellite communications in Alaska for over 30 years, and have
expanded their business into Hawaii, Idaho and Colorado. Their years of dedication to customer service
and competition have allowed all multi-channel video consumers in these states to see a benefit from
their work. Microcom is proud of its innovative solutions to their customers’ communications needs,
which have resulted in many “firsts” in the satellite industry. Call on Microcom to solve your satellite
communication needs.

